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ABSTRACT 

This study built on what Abin Abie AlRbeea has composed it in his scientific and culture life, which is his 

interpretation for Holy Quran, which consider rich in scientific theme, especially the grammatical of it, so we will study 

one of his themes which is (the followers), the nature of this research required divide it on four topics which are : the first 

topic (the adjective or description) we deal in it (the adjective with noun sentence, verb sentence, semi sentence), (delete 

the described and put the adjective instead of it), as for the second topic (the affirmation) we study in it (affirm the 

connection pronoun with the separate nominative pronoun, and the coming of the affirmation for what the pronunciation 

require it and to rise probably trope in it), the third topic about (the apposition) which is (the study of the appositionof a 

clearly known from indefinite noun and conversely and delete the connect pronoun from something apposition and 

inclusiveness apposition, the apposition come as replacement of what is apposition from it) as for the fourth theme 

(conjunction) we study in it (the conjunction on the connect nominative pronoun and tacit pronoun and agree in the 

meaning or without it when the sentence conjunct and conjunct the thing on itself because the difference of the 

pronunciation and delete conjunction with the conjunction letter) 
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